Mr. Varner’s Scope and Sequence
May 18th

May 19th
May 20th
May 21th
May 22th

1. Mt. St. Helens Video and Reaction. Watch the video called "Mount St.
Helens Remains A Mystery to Ecologists" The link is
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UABeDXf_iE
2. Write a reaction to the video. In this reaction, include two things you
learned from the video.

Attend the Live Meeting from 12:00 to 12:30
Complete the 10-3 Vocabulary Assignment.
Complete Section 10-3 Questions.
No School

Chapter 10

MATTER AND TEMPERATURE

10.3 The Phases of Matter
You will notice that on a hot day, a glass of iced tea (or any cold beverage) has liquid water on the
outside (Figure 10.12). The water does not come from inside the glass. The ice (the solid form of
water) and cold liquid inside make the outside of the glass cold, too. This “outside” cold
temperature causes water vapor in the air—a gas—to condense into liquid water on the exterior of
the glass. What is happening at the level of atoms and molecules? Why can water take the form of
solid, liquid, or gas?

Solid, liquid, and gas
Phases of matter On Earth, pure substances are usually found as solids,

liquids, or gases. These are called phases of matter.
Another phase of matter called plasma is discussed
later in the section.
Solids A solid holds its shape and does not flow. The

molecules in a solid vibrate in place, but, on average,
don’t move far from their places.
Liquids A liquid holds its volume, but does not hold its

shape—it flows. The molecules in a liquid are about
as close together as they are in a solid. But they have
enough energy to change positions with their
neighbors. Liquids flow because the molecules can
move around.
Gases A gas flows like a liquid, but can also expand or

contract to fill a container. A gas does not hold its
volume. The molecules in a gas have enough energy
to completely break away from each other and are
much farther apart than molecules in a liquid or a
solid.
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Intermolecular forces
Intermolecular When they are close together, molecules are attracted through
forces intermolecular forces. These forces are not as strong as the chemical bonds

intermolecular forces

between atoms, but are strong enough to attach neighboring molecules to each
other. Intermolecular forces have different strengths in different elements and
compounds. Iron is a solid at room temperature. Water is a liquid at room
temperature. This tells you that the intermolecular forces between iron atoms
are stronger than those between water molecules.

Temperature vs. Within all matter, there is a constant competition between temperature and
intermolecular intermolecular forces. The kinetic energy from temperature tends to push
forces atoms and molecules apart. When temperature wins the competition,

molecules break away from each other and you have a gas. Intermolecular
forces tend to bring molecules together. When intermolecular forces win the
competition, molecules clump tightly together and you have a solid. Liquid is
somewhere in the middle. Molecules in a liquid are not stuck firmly together,
nor can they escape and break away from each other (Figure 10.13).

10.3
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Changing phase
Melting and freezing The melting point is the temperature at which a substance changes from

solid to liquid (melting) or from liquid to solid (freezing). Different
substances have different melting points because intermolecular forces vary.
When these forces are strong, it takes more energy to separate molecules
from each other. Water melts at 0°C. Iron melts at a much higher
temperature, about 1,500°C. The difference in melting points tells us the
intermolecular forces between iron atoms are stronger than between water
molecules.
Boiling and
condensing

When enough energy is added, the
intermolecular forces are completely
pulled apart and a liquid becomes a
gas. The boiling point is the
temperature at which a substance
changes from liquid to gas (boiling)
or from gas to liquid (condensation).
When water boils, you can easily see
the change within the liquid as
bubbles of water vapor (gas) form and rise to the surface. The bubbles in
boiling water are not air, they are water vapor.

Changes in phase It takes energy to break the intermolecular forces between particles. This
require energy explains a peculiar thing that happens when you heat an ice cube. As you add

heat energy, the temperature increases. Once it reaches 0°C, the temperature
stops increasing as ice starts to melt and form liquid water (Figure 10.14).
As you add more heat energy, more ice becomes liquid but the temperature
stays the same. This is because the energy you are adding is being used to
break the intermolecular forces and change solid into liquid. Once all the ice
has become liquid, the temperature starts to rise again as more energy is
added. Figure 10.14 shows the temperature change in an experiment. When
heat energy is added or subtracted from matter, either the temperature
changes, or the phase changes, but usually not both at the same time.
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Melting and boiling points, sublimation, and plasmas
Substance

All substances can On Earth, elements and compounds are usually found as solids, liquids, or
exist as a solid, gases. Each substance can exist in each of the three phases, and each
liquid, or gas substance has a characteristic temperature and pressure at which it will

undergo a phase change. Figure 10.15 lists some examples.
Sublimation and Sometimes a solid can change directly to a gas with no liquid phase when heat
deposition energy is added. This process is called sublimation. Solid iodine is a

substance that readily undergoes sublimation at room temperature. This is
evident by the formation of a purple cloud above the crystals (Figure 10.16).
A more common example is the shrinking of ice cubes (solid water) over time
in the freezer. The opposite of sublimation is called deposition. One example
of deposition is when water vapor
changes directly into a solid—such as
frost on a window on a cold winter
night.

helium
oxygen
mercury
water
lead
aluminum
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Melting
point

Boiling
point

–272°C
–218°C
–39°C

–269°C
–183°C

0°C
327°C
660°C

357°C
100°C
1749°C
2519°C

Plasma is a fourth At temperatures greater than
phase of matter 10,000 °C, the atoms in a gas start to

break apart. In the plasma phase,
matter becomes ionized as electrons
are broken loose from atoms. Because
the electrons are free to move
independently, plasma can conduct
electricity. The Sun is made of plasma,
as is most of the universe, including
the Orion nebula (shown right).
Where else do you A type of plasma is used to make neon and fluorescent lights. Instead of
find plasma? heating the gases to an extremely high temperature, an electrical current is

passed through them. The current strips the electrons off the atoms, producing
plasma. You also see plasma every time you see lightning!
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Summarizing the phases of matter
Evaporation

Evaporation

average
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Section 10.3 Review
1. Identify the phase or phases of matter (solids, liquids, and gases) that
apply to each statement. More than one phase of matter may apply to each
statement.
a. Molecules do not move around, but vibrate in place
b. Has volume but no particular shape
c. Flows
d. Molecules break free of intermolecular forces
e. Does not have a volume or shape
f. Molecules can move around and switch places, but remain close
together
2. Explain why particles in a gas are free to move far away from each other.
3. Explain why liquids flow but solids do not.
4. Would you expect a substance to be a solid, liquid, or gas at absolute
zero? Explain your answer.
5. Describe what happens at the molecular level during melting.
6. Describe what happens, at the molecular level, when a substance boils.
7. What is the most common phase of matter in the universe?
8. What is plasma? Where can you find plasma?
9. Matter has four phases that we experience. List the four phases in order of
increasing temperature (lowest to highest).
10. Put the following terms in order from greatest intermolecular forces, to
weakest intermolecular forces: liquid, gas, solid.
11. Which would you expect to have stronger intermolecular forces:
a. Hydrogen, which exists as a gas at room temperature
b. Iron, which exists as a solid at room temperature
12. Identify the segment of the graph (A, B, C, D, E) in Figure 10.17 where a
phase change is occurring. There could be more than one place. Explain
your reasoning.
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1. Identify the phase or phases of matter (solids, liquids, and gases) that
apply to each statement. More than one phase of matter may apply to each
statement.
a. Molecules do not move around, but vibrate in place
b. Has volume but no particular shape
c. Flows
d. Molecules break free of intermolecular forces
e. Does not have a volume or shape
f. Molecules can move around and switch places, but remain close
together
2. Explain why particles in a gas are free to move far away from each other.
3. Explain why liquids flow but solids do not.
4. Would you expect a substance to be a solid, liquid, or gas at absolute zero? Explain your answer.
5. Describe what happens at the molecular level during melting.
6. Describe what happens, at the molecular level, when a substance boils.
7. What is the most common phase of matter in the universe?
8. What is plasma? Where can you find plasma?
9. Matter has four phases that we experience. List the four phases in order of increasing temperature (lowest to
highest).
10. Put the following terms in order from greatest intermolecular forces, to weakest intermolecular forces:
liquid, gas, solid.
11. Which would you expect to have stronger intermolecular forces: Choose 1
a. Hydrogen which exists as a gas at room temperature
b. Iron which exists as a solid at room temperature

12. Identify the segment of the graph (A, B, C, D, E) in Figure 10.17 where a phase change is occurring. There
could be more than one place. Explain your reasoning.

